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artnerships for Preventing Violence
 Locally-Led Satellite Training Model
arci Feldman Hertz, MS, Edward De Vos, EdD, Larry Cohen, MSW, Rachel Davis, MSW,
eborah Prothrow-Stith, MD

bstract: Local face-to-face provider training has the benefit of enabling participants to network with
people in their communities who are working on similar issues, to engage in interactive
discussions, and to learn from local experts and local program examples. However,
face-to-face training has considerable costs (labor and expense) and provides limited
exposure to national experts. In recent years, technology has allowed training methods to
expand to include distance learning methods (satellite and web-based). The newer
methods can decrease per-person training costs, provide exposure to national experts, and
result in wide dissemination of information. Yet these distance learning methods often
limit the ability of participants to interact and network with each other and substantially
reduce opportunities to apply the learning objectives to local circumstances. To maximize
the benefits of both models, the Harvard School of Public Health, the Prevention Institute,
and the Education Development Center developed, implemented, and evaluated Partner-
ships for Preventing Violence (PPV), an innovative six-part satellite training series on the
public health approach to preventing youth violence. Using a unique hybrid methodology
that combines satellite training with local, face-to-face facilitation by trained experts, PPV
trained over 13,000 people, generated youth violence prevention activities across the
country, and created a national cadre of youth violence prevention leaders.
(Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S):S21–S30) © 2008 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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rovider and community resident training has
been a major part of violence prevention strate-
gies in the United States for over 20 years.1–3

raining is recognized as a tool for program implemen-
ation, advocacy, social movement building, and as a
trategy for institutionalizing programmatic activities.
rovider training is one of the six levels of prevention

n the widely used Spectrum of Prevention.4 Until
ecent technological advances, most training activities
ccurred in face-to-face settings (classrooms, confer-
nces, workshops). Advances in technology have cre-
ted opportunities for distance learning that are now a
outine part of training activities. Webinars (“web”
eminars) are one of the latest applications of distance
earning options. Through satellite and web-based
rainings, large numbers of individuals can be expedi-
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iously and uniformly trained. Also, these forms of
istance learning often have a much lower cost per
articipant than direct training.5 This paper introduces
 unique training format that combines the benefits of
ace-to-face training with the benefits of satellite train-
ng. The thought processes underpinning the develop-

ent of this training methodology are presented; best
ractices are outlined; evaluation data is discussed; and
he strengths and limitations of this approach are
onsidered.

onceptualization
he Formative Model

n 1995, the Harvard School of Public Health, the
revention Institute, and the Education Development
enter formed a partnership to train practitioners to
revent youth violence. The final training program,
The Advanced Training of Trainers in Violence Pre-
ention” (TOT), focused on developing skills related to
oalition-building, group facilitation, policy develop-
ent, and on-air public speaking. Over a three-year

eriod, 230 people successfully completed the TOT
raining and became part of a network of violence
revention leaders throughout the country.1,6 Program
articipant surveys and training summaries indicated
hat the information presented had practical application

S210749-3797/08/$–see front matter
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nd could be put to immediate use in communities.
hose who received the TOT training ultimately trained
ore than 20,000 additional practitioners.
Yet the demand for the training far outweighed the

eam’s ability to supply it. Communities across the
ountry requested more and more assistance with strat-
gies to stem the tide of youth violence and promote
eace. The funder, the U.S. Department of Education,
leased with the results, encouraged the team to take
he project “to scale.” It was not feasible for the team to
ravel around the country fulfilling the requests for
raining. In addition, few organizations and individuals
orking in youth violence prevention could afford to

ravel even to a regional location, despite free training.
In response to this overwhelming demand, the three

unded partners (Harvard, Prevention Institute, and the
ducation Development Center) determined that, to
xpand training capacity exponentially and generate a
ational youth violence prevention movement, large
umbers of individuals and organizations should be

rained in the public health approach to youth violence
revention and mobilized to act in their local commu-
ities. The public health approach views violence as a
reventable problem, most effectively addressed the
ame way as all other public health issues: identification
f risk and protective factors, development and testing
f prevention strategies, and implementation and dis-
emination of these strategies.

mergence of a New Model

o achieve the goal of a broader reach, the TOT partner-
hip began to investigate the feasibility of distance learn-
ng strategies and satellite technology. These approaches,
n particular, were appealing for many reasons, including
1) the capacity to monitor the quality and ensure the
niformity of the information provided, (2) the potential
o train teams or whole coalitions from a local commu-
ity, (3) the ability to reach far greater numbers of
articipants, and (4) the opportunity to increase the
apacity of practitioners to reduce violence in their
ommunities. Satellite technology became the focus
ecause of the wide availability of downlink sites.a

Downlink sites are available in many community
olleges, health facilities, public schools, and govern-
ent agencies, including National Guard training facil-

ties. The team saw that, even in remote locations,
ownlink sites would be fairly accessible to the average
erson. At the time (late 1990s), this seemed preferable
o web-based training, as it allowed for the gathering of
ocal leaders and activists necessary for the desired
etworking and collaborative activities. In addition,

For this project, a “downlink site” was a local facility that had the
echnology needed to receive and view locally a telecast transmitted
ia satellite. The facility also needed meeting rooms of sufficient size

o accommodate the local community audience and, wherever possi-
le, to comfortably accommodate local activities.

22 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
atching a large television or auditorium screen pre-
ented the opportunity for local organizational activi-
ies that would be impossible if individuals watched the
roadcast alone at computer monitors.
Although satellite training would greatly expand the

umbers of individuals trained, it had one major draw-
ack: it did not facilitate local adaptation. Local face-
o-face training, even when the presenters are national
gures, can be tailored to the needs of an individual
ommunity through audience questions, local panel-
sts, and responders. Local leadership is often high-
ighted and local impact emphasized. The TOT initia-
ive offered the advantage of intense local leadership
evelopment and training content tailored to the local
udience. How could satellite broadcast training do the
ame? Out of this conundrum, a new model was devel-
ped, which involved training local leaders to serve as
acilitators of national satellite broadcasts in their own
owns and neighborhoods.

mplementation: Locally–Led National Satellite
raining Model

artnerships for Preventing Violence (PPV) was the first
pplication of this hybrid model of satellite training with
ace-to-face facilitation. The six-part series on youth vio-
ence prevention, conducted from 1998–2001, was co-
unded by the U.S. Departments of Education (Safe
nd Drug-Free Schools Office), Justice (Office of Juve-
ile Justice and Delinquency Prevention), and Health
nd Human Services (Health Resources and Services
dministration, Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
ention, and Indian Health Service).

The main goal was to increase violence prevention
nowledge and skills among diverse professionals (par-
icularly in health, justice, and education) by showing
hat works and highlighting successful violence preven-

ion programs around the country. A secondary goal
as to develop and enhance leadership capacity of a
ultidisciplinary network of local leaders working to

mpower their communities to prevent youth violence.
he hybrid model is well suited to catalyze community
obilization because hearing about others’ collective

ctions to prevent violence gives participants an oppor-
unity to take action in their own communities.6

In the final six-part PPV product, facilitators were
ncouraged to recruit participants for the entire series.
ecognizing the likelihood of losing and gaining par-

icipants, however, each broadcast was developed to
tand alone. Each session consisted of:

a live, real-time satellite broadcast;
nationally trained, locally based, onsite facilitators;
pre-recorded footage of 4–7 exemplary programs

aired during the live broadcast;

ber 3S www.ajpm-online.net
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a professional moderator, two content-oriented dis-
cussants, and guests (frequently, representatives of
the aired programs) at the uplink site;
opportunities for the audience to call, fax, or email
questions to studio guests or discussants; and,
pre-, mid-, and post-broadcast activity templates for
completion at downlink sites. Facilitators were en-
couraged to tailor and modify these to the needs of
local audiences. Often, local facilitators arranged for
speakers to discuss specific application of the broad-
cast topic to their communities.

The PPV team reached two conclusions about the
ew methodology: (1) It had great promise in cost-
ffectively training large numbers of people; and (2) Its
ltimate success was based on several key elements or
best practices.”

est Practices in Implementing Locally–Led National
atellite Training Methodology

he initial six-part series revealed several key factors for
uccess. The lessons learned can serve as best practices
or working with facilitators, content, presentation, and
valuation.

acilitators

se motivated local facilitators. The team solicited
pplications from people trained in TOT, and also
dvertised with a broad range of health, education, and
ustice agencies. Identifying the right people to provide
he local tailoring, marketing, and follow-up was crucial
o success. The PPV team selected facilitators based on:

Geographic diversity
Racial/ethnicity diversity
Local leadership profile
Access to community partners
Interest and experience in youth violence prevention
Organizational support/base
Successful participation in TOT

The level of each facilitator’s motivation and local
nstitutional support is important. Most facilitators se-
ected were engaged in violence prevention work as part
f their regular job responsibilities and were affiliated
ith (1) local or state education agencies, (2) local
r state departments of health, (3) local community-
ased, not-for-profit agencies, or (4) local police or

uvenile justice departments.

rain facilitators face-to-face. Fifty local leaders—
any of them former TOT participants— were selected

o serve as the local facilitators for the satellite broad-
asts. Each year, the PPV team trained facilitators in
wo-day sessions with several learning objectives: (1) Re-
iew and become competent to teach the content of the

pcoming broadcast; (2) Practice the pre-, mid- and post- g

arch 2008
roadcast exercises they would lead; (3) Learn strategies
or marketing the broadcast and recruiting an audience;
4) Understand the evaluation mechanism and their role
n collecting the materials; (5) Share strategies with each
ther; and (6) Become familiar with the terminology,
otential problems, technical resources, and broadcast
rocesses for local downlink sites. The trainings provided

ocal leaders the opportunity to learn new skills, to have
heir work validated and acknowledged, and to learn from
ach other. Facilitators were excellent resources for each
ther and benefited simply from hearing one another’s
tories, affirming that they were not alone in their
truggles.

(It should also be noted that, because demand for
raining exceeded capacity, facilitators who were un-
ble to attend the in-person training could still register
ocal “independent” sites. These sites were considered
eparately in the evaluation of the broadcasts, and are
iscussed below.)

rovide ongoing technical assistance. A PPV staff per-
on was assigned as a primary contact for each facilita-
or. Facilitators also received guidebooks to assist in
rganizing the broadcast, templates for activities and
ublicity information, and pre-packaged publicity ma-
erials. Facilitators often provided technical assistance
o each other via a PPV listserv.

cknowledge and recognize facilitators’ efforts. The
ames of all facilitators appeared during the credits of
ach broadcast. Afterwards, each facilitator received a
ertificate of participation, a thank-you note, and a
hone call from the three project partners. Although
epeated verbal reassurance is important, formal writ-
en acknowledgement and praise cannot be overesti-

ated. In addition to the facilitators, all participants
ho completed and faxed back an attendance form
lso received a certificate of participation, which many
ere able to use in conjunction with a hard-copy packet
f materials to successfully obtain accreditation hours.

ontent and Presentation

elect a producer who understands the needs of the
under and the audience. Because the team wanted the
udience to be active participants in the training pro-
ess rather than passive recipients of information, a
rofessional producer and production crew with expe-
ience in entertainment and commercial programming
ere hired. In making this choice, we looked for a
roducer who understood the conceptual framework,
he need to provide a large amount of accurate
echnical information in an engaging format, what
onstitutes “good” television, and the difference be-
ween training and simply informing. The pre-, mid-,
nd post-broadcast exercises had to be woven into the
roadcast, viewed not as an interruption of the pro-

ramming but as a critical part of the learning experi-

Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S) S23
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nce for the audience. The “roll-ins,” pre-produced
egments aired during the live broadcast, also had to be
roduced. The PPV series roll-ins featured programs
rom participating sites across the country that demon-
trated the key objectives of that particular broadcast.
he complicated tasks of identifying the programmatic
xamples to highlight, arranging to film the sites and
nterview those involved, selecting the questions to ask
nd the key points to highlight, conducting the inter-
iews, and editing the tapes to capture the important
nformation in five minutes are all best done by an
ngaged, talented producer. Selecting the right pro-
ucer can make or break the satellite effort. If the
roadcast leans too far toward entertainment, informa-
ion can be compromised or omitted altogether. On
he other hand, a dry, didactic presentation can com-
romise learning because of audience boredom and
ubsequent loss of attention. The balance depends on
he producer working closely with the team. Engaging
roduction is critical not only for the success of each

ndividual broadcast but for the series as a whole. The
raining will be more effective if the audience is en-
aged, returns for later broadcasts, and encourages
olleagues to do the same.

evelop engaging and informative content appropriate
or a diverse audience. Given the complex nature of
outh violence and the need to cut across three primary
isciplines (education, health, and justice), the PPV
eam wanted to develop broadcast content that mini-

ized jargon and provided helpful information or skills
or participants with diverse backgrounds and areas of
xpertise. The six satellite broadcasts each covered a
pecific violence-related issue in a multidisciplinary
anner (Table 1). A panel of experts was engaged for

ach topic and, via teleconferencing, the important
essons and learning objectives were clarified, refer-
nces for the training materials were identified, expert
n-air participants were recommended, and feedback
n the script for the show was provided.

ailor broadcast format and schedule to audience
eeds. Each broadcast was moderated by a professional
ews anchor, whose expertise in live television was

nvaluable in helping the studio guests feel comfortable
nd in creating smooth transitions between the four to
even “roll-ins” and live discussion. Two content-oriented
iscussants joined the moderator in the studio.
Each three-hour broadcast aired live. Generally, broad-

asts were divided into two parts with a mid-broadcast
reak of 40 minutes, before which the national moderator

ntroduced exercises to be conducted locally. A calendar
f national violence prevention events scrolled across the
ideo screen during the break, while the local facilitators
ed participants in the exercises.

The broadcasts were scheduled during working
ours to encourage participation of school profession-

ls and others working in fields related to violence w

24 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
revention. Many facilitators raised funds to provide
tipends so that community members who did not work
n related fields and would need to take time off from

able 1. The six-part broadcast series of the Partnerships
or Preventing Violence

roadcast title Topics presented

. Working with Schools
and Communities

Definition of violence; need for
comprehensive solutions; examples
of programs with education,
justice, and health working
together; the Spectrum of
Prevention as a tool for
communities working on violence
prevention.

I. Organizing for Change Definition and methods of
community organizing and
coalition building; organizational
strategies appropriate for local
utilization; examples of programs
using collaborative strategies; eight
steps to coalition building; barriers
to coalition building and ways to
overcome them.

II. Safe Schools, Safe
Communities:
Building Bridges

Elements of a safe school plan;
importance of school-wide climate
change in prevention approaches;
need for youth leadership, parent
and staff participation, and
developmentally and culturally
appropriate programming; the
Spectrum of Prevention as a
framework for the development
and implementation of a
comprehensive school-centered
violence prevention initiative.

V. Strengthening Schools
and Communities

Relationship between school violence
and community violence; ways
violence affects health, mental
health, and academic
development; meaning and
importance of resiliency;
importance of parents and
guardians in a comprehensive
violence prevention plan; use of
Early Warning, Timely Response
Guide and Tool Kit; awareness of
community resources; advantages
and challenges of opening schools
to the broader community; best
practices of successful school-
community partnerships.

. Preventing Bias and
Promoting Respect

Interrelationship of bias, hate, and
violence; utilization of the Spectrum
of Prevention to foster environments
in which all people are respected;
importance of exposure to
individuals of diverse backgrounds
and preferences; community
mobilization against hate and bias;
examples of programs promoting
tolerance and respect related to
issues of cliques, race/ethnicity,
national origin, religion, sexual
orientation, and/or gender.

I. Bringing the Elements
Together: Ending the
Cycle of Violence

Complexities and interconnectedness
of different types of violence,
including domestic and dating
violence, child abuse, youth
violence, and suicide; advantages
of multifaceted, interdisciplinary
violence prevention strategies;
examples of versatile strategies that
grant practitioners the knowledge,
skills, and confidence necessary to
implement such comprehensive
strategies on the local level.
ork could attend.

ber 3S www.ajpm-online.net
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evelop audience materials suitable for download and
ard copy distribution. Background and resource ma-
erials were handed out to audience participants. The
ackets included information about PPV, the broadcast
genda, biographies of the speakers, articles and refer-
nces, resource materials, activity sheets for the mid-
roadcast exercise, forms for ordering copies of the
roadcast, and broadcast evaluation forms. These ma-
erials, available for downloading on a PPV-dedicated
ebsite and distributed in hard copy at facilitated
ownlink sites, reinforced and expanded on the mate-
ial contained in the broadcast and therefore served as

resource for participants long after the broadcast
eries ended.

valuation

uild evaluation into the project at the outset. To
nsure that evaluation met the needs of local sites, a
raft evaluation instrument was presented to the facil-

tators for review and comment, and revised on the
asis of this feedback. Evaluation goals included pro-
iding systematic feedback on broadcast content, im-
lementation, and logistics to inform subsequent
roadcast decisions. In addition, evaluation can identify
reas of success and areas in need of improvement, to
onitor progress, to inform local efforts, and, where

ppropriate, to leverage resources for future local efforts.
valuation can also provide systematic data on the imple-
entation of the broadcasts, document process objec-

ives, and provide data on audience response to each
roadcast. To meet the needs of local sites, the evaluation
rocess should collect and analyze data to provide a
reliminary indication of local program outcomes.

valuation and Outcomes

he PPV evaluation was designed to assess the process
f the locally led, national satellite trainings and to

nform the development of subsequent broadcasts. It
onsisted of two parts: evaluation of the facilitator
rainings and evaluation of the larger satellite training
eries.

acilitator Trainings

valuation results indicated that most facilitators felt
he trainings met their expectations and prepared
hem to facilitate upcoming broadcasts. Over 90% of
acilitators left the trainings feeling well supported by
he PPV team and 80% reported an overall positive
mpression of the broadcast series. Facilitator com-

ents also reflected that the trainings reinvigorated
ocal leadership.

Quantitative and qualitative data reflect the impor-
ance of the annual facilitator trainings and help explain
he effectiveness of this type of model. The trainings

repared facilitators for their local responsibilities and t

arch 2008
onnected them to a broader, national movement. This
elped reduce the isolation many felt in their individual
ommunities and inspired them to take action.

atellite Training

lthough a rigorous outcome study was beyond the
cope of the current evaluation, use of a post-broadcast
uestionnaire (the PPV Outcome Survey) permitted an
xploratory look at the project’s outcomes. More than
00 participants from 52 sites responded to the PPV
utcome Survey. This group represented a profession-

lly and racially diverse sample, more than 80% of
hom were residents in their communities before the
roadcast series began in 1998. In addition to the
ost-test only outcome data, pre-broadcast questionnaires
ere administered before the first broadcast. A total of
15 pre-broadcast questionnaires and 437 PPV Outcome
urveys (post-broadcast questionnaires) were completed
t 24 sites. The primary project outcomes, inclusive of
ata from these surveys, are presented below.

. Reached a large audience with violence prevention
ontent and skills. Sites facilitated by those who had
articipated in face-to-face training (“core” sites) were
upplemented by “independent” sites. As noted earlier,
ndividuals who were unable to attend a facilitated core
ite or were interested in facilitating their own local site
ould register, without fee, as an independent site for
he series, beginning with Broadcast 2. These sites
eceived no personalized assistance from the PPV staff
nd did not have a facilitator who was trained at one of
he three PPV facilitator trainings. However, registration
as required to obtain the satellite coordinates for the
roadcast downlink and was used as a mechanism to

dentify how many such sites existed. A large number of
ndependent sites consistently registered for the broad-
asts. Even though the independent sites were beyond
he original scope of work, to get a better idea of their
haracteristics we began to include them in the evalu-
tion process at Broadcast 3. More than 100 indepen-
ent sites registered for each broadcast. A total of 132
ites registered for Broadcast 2, 115 for Broadcast 3, 265
or Broadcast 4, 146 for Broadcast 5, and 173 for
roadcast 6. (Table 2) shows estimated audience size
cross the six-part series.

The overwhelming site registration data emphasize
he demand for this type of training methodology; in
imes of financial cutbacks, this methodology permits
gencies and organizations to provide professional de-
elopment at little or no cost and presents the oppor-
unity to learn from and dialogue with national experts.

In addition to recruiting a large viewing audience,
he PPV series was successful in communicating vio-
ence prevention content and skills to those at the local
evel: approximately one third of post-survey respon-
ents reported highly positive levels of effective prac-

ice and knowledge of effective practice, violence pre-

Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S) S25
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ention activity, collaborative efforts, and multilevel
trategies to promote violence prevention in their com-
unities. Moreover, nearly one third of respondents

ndicated that these levels (of effective practice, vio-
ence prevention activity, and collaborative effort) had
mproved since the start of the broadcasts.

. Communicated effective violence prevention ap-
roaches to a multidisciplinary audience. Preventing
outh violence requires the engagement of people and
rganizations from diverse sectors, including law en-
orcement, education, health, the faith community,
nd business. Thus, the team charged the facilitators
ith recruiting a multidisciplinary audience to their
ownlink site. The facilitators were very successful in
chieving this outcome (Table 3).

Post-survey results suggest that the importance of
ultidisciplinary collaboration around youth violence

revention was effectively communicated: participants
ndicated that health and human service agencies,
riminal justice, and education were all leading ap-
roaches within their communities. In addition to
iscovering that all of these approaches were used in
ommunities, the team also wanted to know who was
he leading the efforts and if this constellation changed
ver time; data from those who completed the pre- and
ost-broadast surveys permitted us to look at this factor.
he largest increases in organizational involvement
nd leadership between pre-Broadcast 1 and post-
roadcast 6 occurred in public health, child protection,
ealth care, and local foundations. Leadership and

nvolvement from municipal government was the lone

able 2. Sites and audience size

1 2

ore sites 70 75
ndependent sites NAa 132
ore � independent sites NAa 207
egistered core participants 1626 1887
stimated independent viewers NAa NAb

otal viewer occasions 1626 1887

Independent sites could not register for Broadcast 1.
Independent sites were not included in evaluation for Broadcast 2.

able 3. Professional diversity of participants

ector 2 3

ducation 34.6% 38.5%
riminal justice 13.7% 16.0%
ublic health 12.2% 10.6%
ealth care 11.8% 8.4%
hild protection 8.2% 4.3%
thera 19.6% 22.2%
Other includes individuals in youth and family services, housing and comm
ommunity leaders, faith community, government, research and evaluation

26 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
otable decrease. Six sectors were consistently identi-
ed as leaders in violence prevention in communities:
outh-serving agencies, law enforcement, public health,
hild protection, schools, and health care. Overall, 15
f the 21 items used to form the Organizational Lead-
rship Index (developed by De Vos; unpublished)
emonstrated a gain in leadership score over the course
f the broadcast series. The results validated the success of
he PPV approach: the series targeted those in health,
ustice, and education, and leadership gains were demon-
trated in these areas. Declines seen in government and
unicipal leadership could reflect local budget cuts in
any locations or a shift in the responsibility of local

iolence prevention from solely a government responsi-
ility to a joint government–community responsibility.

. Trained local leaders to enhance effectiveness. The
PV team felt that local leaders were of critical impor-
ance in preventing violence. We were privileged to
ave charismatic national leaders to assist in the train-

ng of local leaders and as key players in the develop-
ent and implementation of the satellite broadcast.
owever, the local leaders themselves had the greatest

mpact, as evidenced by participant evaluation results
rom those with a trained local facilitator versus those
ndependent sites without a facilitator.

Participant satisfaction at core (i.e., PPV-facilitated
ites) versus independent sites differed considerably
cross the broadcast series. An overall positive impres-
ion of the broadcasts was expressed by 84% of core
articipants compared with 57% of independent site
egistrants. Additionally, 66% of core participants felt

Broadcast #

Total3 4 5 6

78 85 75 70 453
115 265 146 173 831
193 350 221 243 1284

1701 1813 1657 1220 9904
664 1693 1080 545 3982

2365 3506 2737 1765 13,886

dcast #

Overall5 6

.2% 31.1% 26.0% 34.2%

.6% 12.6% 14.6% 12.7%

.2% 14.7% 11.8% 12.3%

.1% 9.2% 12.0% 8.7%

.4% 4.5% 5.2% 6.9%

.5% 27.9% 30.4% 25.2%
Broa

4

39
10
7
9
7

26
unity development, employment and training, students, parents and
, and prevention services.
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he broadcasts met their personal needs, compared
ith 46% of registrants at independent sites. In terms of
eeting community needs, the results, however, were

imilar: 69% of core participants versus 64% of inde-
endent registrants.
The team was also able to examine the effects of

umulative facilitator training on facilitators’ sense of
reparedness and effectiveness and on participant im-
ressions of facilitator performance. The number of
rainings completed (0–3) was positively related to
acilitators’ sense of their own preparedness but
howed no relationship to their sense of effectiveness.
n contrast, participants judged that facilitators who
eceived more training were more effective than those
ho received less training.
These data lend further support to the locally led,

ational satellite training methodology. Just as the
rior registration data reflected the need for satellite
raining, the participant evaluation results from sites
ith a PPV-trained facilitator versus independent sites
mphasizes the critical role the local facilitator plays in
he effectiveness of the satellite training. Our results
uggest that the satellite training is more effective when
t is guided and enhanced by a local, trained facilitator.

. Empowered local communities. In the post-broadcast
urvey, more than half of respondents noted high
wareness of violence as a problem at the close of
roadcasts; considerable change in awareness had also
ccurred over the course of the series. Nearly 75% of
articipants were aware of a violence prevention coali-
ion, task force, or network within their communities
nd nearly 50% were members of one of these entities.
acilitators were agents for change in their communi-
ies. Beginning with Broadcast 3, the team modified the
acilitator evaluation form by adding two open-ended
uestions about local violence prevention activities

mplemented as a result of the broadcast series. More
han half of the core sites (those with trained facilita-
ors) conducted activities during the PPV series or had
lans to conduct future activities. Most core sites con-
ucted activities at the time of the broadcast through-
ut the series. Approximately 60% of the core sites also
onducted or planned to conduct interim local activi-
ies between the broadcasts.

Site activities can be categorized as follows:

Training: Participants use the broadcasts as tools for
violence prevention training.
Repurposing: Broadcast tapes are shown to new
viewers in various settings.
Youth activities: Participants conduct violence pre-
vention activities for youth in their community.
Working groups: Coalitions, task forces, steering
committees, and similar groups are created.
Funding: Participants collaborate on proposals for

funding. c

arch 2008
Networking: Participants from diverse violence
prevention backgrounds remain connected after
broadcast.
Other: Activities that do not fit conveniently into
another category.

These activities reflect the success of the model in
atalyzing a national movement; facilitators’ only re-
uirements were to attend the annual training, recruit
eople to watch broadcasts at downlink sites, and
eturn evaluation materials to the PPV team. Nonethe-
ess, the vast majority of facilitators were inspired to
ake additional action in their local communities. Data
rom the 24 sites that completed both the pre- and
ost-broadcast surveys reveal slight (statistically nonsig-
ificant) gains in both awareness of and membership in
rganized community violence prevention work. Ap-
roximately three of four respondents were aware of
uch groups both before (75.3%) and after (76.0%) the
roadcast series and nearly half were members (47.3%
efore, 50.0% after). However, post-broadcast survey
esults emphasize the community-level benefit of PPV:
ore than 75% of respondents attributed some contri-

ution of the broadcast series and related activities to
hanges in their communities. In addition, approxi-
ately 30% of post-broadcast survey respondents felt

hat community leadership had become more effective
ver the duration of the series.

imitations of the Locally–Led National Satellite
raining Methodology
xpense

lthough the model presented here is far less expen-
ive than face-to-face training for all participants, any
ace-to-face training is more expensive than satellite
raining in terms of both time and money. Staff time is
equired to provide technical assistance to local facili-
ators: each PPV staffer was responsible for providing
ngoing technical assistance to approximately 10 local
acilitators, via individual and group conference calls.

ost technical assistance involved advice about site
ogistics (e.g., parking, lunch, attendance certificates),
egistration information, and publicity. In addition to
roviding technical assistance, a dedicated PPV staff (at

east four staff members working on PPV approximately
0% of their time, or 2.4 FTEs) was needed to (1) create
he roll-ins, which included researching broadcast con-
ent, working with the producer and broadcast company
o select programs, identifying individuals to be inter-
iewed and developing questions, and assisting in review-
ng and editing the pieces; (2) identify and prepare live
tudio guests; (3) develop, implement, and evaluate facil-
tator trainings; and (4) develop and disseminate broad-

ast activities and materials.

Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S) S27
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ogistical Challenges Across Time Zones

ne of the benefits of the PPV series was that the live,
ational broadcast permitted participants to engage in

nteractive conversations both at their local sites and
ith national experts at the main uplink site. However,

his strength also presented challenges in scheduling,
ecause sites were located in all U.S. time zones. The
udience also varied widely, consisting of teachers and
dministrators, community-based practitioners, police
fficers, and others. Given the geographic and profes-
ional diversity of participants, it was difficult to select
n air time to meet everyone’s needs. (The team
elected 12:30–3:30 pm Eastern time as a compromise.)
n addition to timing, working with downlink sites
cross the U.S. inevitably exposes the broadcast to the
isk that some site(s) may be experiencing natural
isturbances (e.g., storms) that can interfere with local
raining activities.

ntertainment Production Quality Often
ompetes with Traditional Training Strategies

live broadcast presents many challenges. First, it
equires moderators and presenters who are very famil-
ar with the material under discussion and can respond
o questions posed by the viewing audience, because an
xact script cannot be followed. Therefore, even the
ost skilled presenter may leave out information over

he course of a three-hour broadcast. In addition, the
ormat of mixing in the pre-recorded roll-ins with the
ive broadcast requires presenter familiarity with
he programs featured in the roll-ins and the ability to
egue into an interactive dialogue with other presenters
nd the live audience about the material. Further, as
reviously mentioned, a successful live training broad-
ast requires a producer and a production company
ho know how to balance skill development and
ntertainment.

ack of Complete Control

lthough the broadcast format did ensure some degree
f uniformity across sites, one of the challenges was
ailoring activities to fit local needs. This had to be
one by local facilitators; the national PPV team could
ot determine what local activities and speakers would
e useful and applicable in each local community
ontext. The team did present local sites with suggested
id- and post-broadcast activities, and encouraged tai-

oring of activities to make them useful locally. Many
ommunities used the 40-minute mid-broadcast break
o have local speakers discuss local violence prevention;
thers followed the broadcast with speakers, activities,
r both. The team did not require approval of local
ctivities and thus had to rely upon facilitator expertise

n developing and implementing them. b

28 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
urnover

ome facilitators worked on several broadcasts, whereas
ome were new and had never facilitated a broadcast.
he PPV team tried to address this challenge by devel-
ping a new facilitator orientation session and informa-
ion packet for each facilitator training. Outgoing
acilitators were encouraged to identify a replacement,
deally someone who had participated in previous
roadcasts. There did, however, appear to be some
enefit in the mix of novice and veteran facilitators;
eterans served as mentors to the new facilitators.

ifficult to Evaluate Impact on Youth Morbidity
nd Mortality

he PPV project was not designed as a research study to
easure changes in youth injury morbidity and mortal-

ty in participating communities. To evaluate these
utcomes, a case control study would be necessary, with
articipating experimental downlink sites matched
ith nonparticipating sites on key demographic vari-
bles (e.g., community size, race/ethnicity, age of pop-
lation, crime rate). Changes in key variables (e.g.,
iolence-related youth emergency department visits,
ge-specific mortality statistics, number of prevention
ctivities) in control and experimental communities
ould then be measured at baseline (prior to series
ommencement) and several months or a year after the
eries to evaluate the impact of the broadcast series. As
s the case with any community-level intervention,
hough, it is difficult to recruit a large enough sample
o generate sufficient statistical power to detect even a

oderate effect size using community as the unit of
nalysis. It is also difficult to control for the multitude
f intervening variables, such as changes in local policy
r programming, or a high-profile tragedy that may
ffect outcomes. Nevertheless, this type of analysis
ould be informative.

trengths of Locally–Led National Satellite
raining Methodology
osters Local Leadership

s the evaluation data indicate, our facilitators did not
imit themselves to merely conducting activities on the
ay of the broadcast, but took it upon themselves to

nitiate and coordinate a host of activities incorporating
essons learned from the satellite broadcasts. These
ctivities highlight the fact that fostering local leader-
hip through face-to-face leadership development activ-
ties catalyzes local action. Facilitator trainings provide
n opportunity for skill development and can also
mpower local leadership around the initiation and
mplementation of local violence prevention efforts.
atellite broadcasts can serve as tools or methods to

ring about change. Thus, facilitator training is as

ber 3S www.ajpm-online.net
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mportant as satellite training. A key factor in the
uccess of any movement is inspirational national lead-
rs and their empowerment of local leaders. Several
ears after project funding had ended, the project
artners still heard from PPV facilitators working to
revent to violence in their communities; this is a
eflection of facilitators’ level of inspiration and dedi-
ation to preventing violence and to the success of the
PV model overall.

nhances Multidisciplinary Collaboration

iolence prevention requires diverse stakeholders to
orge a common vision, shared strategy, and coordi-
ated activities. The development of a shared language
nd common framework, therefore, is vital. The PPV
odel had multidisciplinary experts as studio guests

nd engaged a multidisciplinary audience. Addition-
lly, the use of roll-ins featuring collaborations (e.g.,
ocal police departments, school districts, and commu-
ity agencies) modeled strategies for successful multi-
isciplinary collaboration to sites across the country.

ybrid Model Allows for the Best of
oth Worlds

he hybrid model presented here facilitates the expo-
ure of large numbers of people to national experts and
rovides the opportunity to network with those in the

ocal community about evidence-based strategies that
an be adapted to local needs and constituencies. For
xample, although PPV initially capped the number of
acilitators at 50, the overwhelming response caused the
umber of trained facilitators to grow with each annual

raining. Ultimately, 84 local leaders participated in at
east one annual facilitator training and hosted at least
ne of the six broadcasts. They then returned to their

ocal communities, identified a local downlink site, and
ecruited a multidisciplinary group of participants to
iew the satellite broadcast series. They also engaged in
ctivities to tailor the broadcasts to their local setting
nd created follow-up activities and opportunities.

lexible Design and Content Meet the Needs
f Many

he satellite training design had multiple functions
hat allowed flexibility for local sites based on local
eeds. The model allowed local leaders to tailor the

raining events for their own needs and to build on
heir own community assets. The training content
rovided an overall vision, a framework, and tools,
hile recognizing that specific approaches and solu-

ions would be local. The overall format recognizes and
onors the dual nature of solutions, providing a na-
ional resource to meet local needs. l

arch 2008
ives People a Reason to Participate

ncentives for participation in training are critical. If
he primary audience is diverse, use of multiple incen-
ives (e.g., access to national leadership on the topic;
uality training content credibly delivered by national
iolence prevention leaders; continuing education
redits; and certificates of completion from a recog-
ized and well-regarded source) is advantageous. The
atellite training events can become “local draws” in
nd of themselves, offering access to national leaders.
ocal leaders must trust the quality of the broadcasts
nough to convene local stakeholders around the sat-
llite downlink event and be able to offer a high-quality
ocal event.

alues Networks

lthough local solutions are key, local leaders benefit
rom a network of peers and others struggling with the
ame issues. In the case of PPV, the national leadership
e.g., those leading the training effort and associated
artners) owned and led the effort to provide support
or practitioners on the ground, who, in turn, became

resource and support network for each other. The
evelopment of networks fostered engagement in and
ommitment to the overall initiative, helped to ener-
ize local leaders struggling with the everyday realities
f prevention, provided resources for intellectual and
motional support, and helped to overcome the isola-
ion that many local leaders experienced, especially in
hose communities where youth violence prevention
ctivities were a new development. A primary benefit of
onducting the trainings at a local downlink site (as
pposed to having people log on to the broadcast from
heir own computers) is the opportunity to meet and
etwork with people from other sectors in the commu-
ity with whom participants would not otherwise have
ontact.

valuation Results Present Both National and
ocal Data

roviding national and local evaluation data is benefi-
ial to local sites for several reasons: the data can be
sed to inform local planning and implementation, to
nhance local visibility, and to leverage funds for local
ctivities (our facilitators frequently lacked local data
bout youth violence, and without this information they
truggled to secure funding). National data allowed for
omparison and data-driven decision making. Of ut-
ost importance to our local sites was the provision of
tool and mechanism to obtain local data about a given

ssue coupled with the ability to compare local results to
imilar communities and to national data. In addition,
acilitators were able to use local data to encourage
articipation in broadcast and subsequent youth vio-
ence prevention activities.

Am J Prev Med 2008;34(3S) S29
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ignificance and Next Steps

he locally facilitated, national satellite methodology
reated an opportunity for people across the country to
ake a decision about whether or not to become active

n the violence prevention movement. Oliver posits7

hat hearing about others’ collective action is a major
vent that can spur people to action. The likelihood
hat someone will respond to the collective action of
thers and take action themselves is, in large part,
elated to (1) the similarity between those who have
lready taken action and those who are exposed to the
ollective action, and (2) when an occasion for decid-
ng is presented to the latter group.6 Thus, those
ttending the broadcast at downlink sites might not
ave been spurred to action by hearing national ex-
erts or even local leaders from different communities
peak, but were more likely to act when they heard
bout the actions taken by others in their own commu-
ity. Often, an occasion for deciding is catalyzed by a
egative event, such as a shooting or another violent

ncident. The PPV broadcasts were unique in that they
rovided a positive opportunity for decision and action.
The hybrid model presented here catalyzed local

ction to prevent violence. Evaluation data indicate
hree primary benefits of this model: (1) Establishing
nd maintaining a nationwide network of violence
revention practitioners; (2) Providing an “occasion
or deciding” and thus, mobilizing local leaders and
ommunities to take actions tailored to the unique
eeds and strengths of their communities, grounded in

he public health model; and (3) Improving training
utcomes for local participants through interaction
ith a trained, onsite facilitator.
Because the current project did not measure com-
unity action outcomes, continued research into both

nowledge about and activities resulting from this kind
f training is needed to better understand what con-
ributes to community action and empowerment. Al-
hough the findings reported here should be replicated
y others, preferably with a case-control study design,

he data presented indicate that this model has tremen-

30 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 34, Num
ous potential. For example, it has been used to
ddress public health preparedness, intimate partner
iolence prevention, and violence against women—and
hese are just a few of the topics that could be effectively
ddressed via this format. In addition, given the recent
ncreases in violent crime in major cities nationwide,
he need to share best practices and inspire local
eaders to action is of vital importance. Given a new
eneration of technically savvy community members,
he locally led, national satellite broadcast model is
ikely to resonate. The PPV model aims to do signifi-
antly more than educate: it aims to mobilize people to
ction. Our data indicate that the model results in a
rained national cadre of experts and inspires local
ommunity members and agencies to action. The
odel appears to be successful both in providing

nformation and inspiring action, an important contri-
ution to the training field and one worthy of further
xamination.

he findings and conclusions in this report are those of the
uthors and do not necessarily represent the views of the
enters for Disease Control and Prevention.
No financial disclosures were reported by the authors of

his paper.
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